
GROWING HOPE GLOBALLY
Growing Hope Globally is an organization 
that links agricultural communities around the 
world with smallholder farmers in developing 
countries to grow lasting solutions to hunger. 
Since 1999, more that 1.6 million people have 
become food secure with the help of the
organization.

MICHIGAN FFA
The Michigan FFA Foundation Gifts of Grain is a 

program in which commodity crops are gifted to 
benefit the Michigan FFA Foundation. Donations to 

this program support the leadership mission that FFA 
promotes and develops in its members. 

These three words are the focus of the MAC 
mission. We invite you to join in our support of two 
organizations focusing on GROWTH: one focusing 
on the growth of future leaders in the agriculture 
industry and the other focused on the growth of 
global food security programs to reduce hunger. 
Ask your local facility for more information on the 
MAC Matching Gift to double the value of your 
grain donation!

HONESTY. RELIABILITY. GROWTH.

Join us in giving 
back this harvest. 
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How to give:
1. Deliver the grain along with completed contribution form to your 
local MAC grain handling facility. 

2. At delivery, let the facility know who you would like to gift your 
grain to: Michigan FFA Foundation or Growing Hope Globally. Upon 
delivery, the grain will be given a spot price

3. The organization will receive the sale proceeds, with a check 
mailed to them. Any sale invoice will name the “Michigan FFA Foun-
dation” or “Growing Hope Globally” as the seller of the grain. 

4. Once the gift is processed, the organization of your choice will
provide an acknowledgment letter to you to substantiate the gift. 
Additional documentation may be requested for valuation of the gift. 

* Please consult your professional advisor for legal and tax advice specific 
to your situation. 

Donor Name Donor Address

Donor Phone Number Donor Email

Commodity Type Amount & Value of Grain

I wish to transfer the below commodity to benefit:                       
           
                   Michigan FFA Foundation                 Growing Hope Globally

Donor Signature Date of Gift Facility 


